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Abstract: In vehicular Adhoc networks, moving vehicles are enabled to communicate with each other. VANETs usually 
face message authentication delay due to revocation checking process as each OBU( On Board Unit) check the revocation 
status of all the received certificates in a timely manner by checking the CRL( Certificate Revocation List) for each received 
certificate.  In this paper we have implemented and enhanced expedite message authentication protocol (EMAP), an efficient 
revocation checking process using a fast and secure HMAC function and novel key sharing scheme employing probabilistic 
random key distribution which allows an OBU to update its compromised keys even if it previously missed some revocation 
messages. This reduces the message authentication delay and the work load of Trusted Authority (TA).  A privacy 
preserving algorithm for V2I (Vehicle to Infrastructure) is also proposed in which message can be sent using pseudo identity 
and this identity can be verified by the RSU (Road State Unit). The revocation process and privacy preserving is simple and 
efficient and it makes the VANET working fast and the OBUs in the V2I infrastructure secure. 
 
Keywords—  Vehicular Adhoc Network(VANET), Expedite Message Authentication Protocol(EMAP), Hash Key Message 
Authentication Code,(HMAC) 
 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
In the case of wireless computer networks, the ad-
hoc mode is a method for wireless devices to directly 
communicate with each other. Operating in ad-hoc 
mode allows all wireless devices within the range of 
each other to discover and communicate in peer-to-
peer fashion without involving central access points. 
An ad-hoc network tends to feature a small group of 
devices that are all in very close proximity to each 
other. Different types of wireless networks are 
MANETs (Mobile Adhoc Networks), Wireless 
Sensor networks and Wireless Mesh networks etc.  
MANETs are autonomous collection of nodes of 
mobile users. Because of the decentralized network, 
mobile nodes themselves have to find the new 
topology, find the optimal route for communication 
and send the messages. VANETs are a type of 
MANET. VANETs are Vehicular Adhoc Networks 
that help in supplying accident possible messages, 
providing information about local parking areas, 
traffic congestion, provides funny game option 
between two nearby travelling cars etc. In VANETS 
vehicles are moving in high speed and the duration of 
connection link between nodes depends on the radio 
range between them.  VANET consists of two types 
of communications, V2V- Vehicular to Vehicular 
Communications and V2I- Vehicular to Infrastructure 
Communications.  The main elements of VANETs 
are TA- Trusted Authority, RSUs-Road State Units 
and OBU-On Board Units. TA is the central authority 
which issues valid certificates for OBUs and contain 
CRL-Certificate Revocation List. For the secure 
communication of VANET PKI- Public Key 
Infrastructure is used. Every node will be having one 
public key and one private key which is issued by the 
TA. When one OBU sends message to another OBU, 

it can be done through either V2V or V2I mode. . The 
receiver accepts the message only if the sender OBU 
is non- revoked OBU and the message is 
authenticated. CRL contains information about the 
certificates of revoked and non-revoked OBUs. TA 
returns the validity information to receiver OBU 
through intermediate RSU. If many OBUs want to 
communicate at the same time, it will result in a 
queue for message authentication. This will lead to 
message authentication delay in VANET and 
increases the workload of TA. To overcome this we 
can use an EMAP method to overcome the problem 
of the long delay incurred in checking the revocation 
status of a certificate using a CRL, and it employs 
keyed Hash Message Authentication Code (HMAC) 
in the revocation checking process, where the key 
used in calculating the HMAC for each message is 
shared only between unrevoked OBUs and so the 
queues for the message authentication is reduced. 
Since the key used in calculating the HMAC for each 
message is shared only between unrevoked OBUs the 
workload of TA is also reduced and hence the 
performance of the entire system is increased by 
reducing the delay and workload. 
 
II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
In VANETs, the primary security requirements are 
identified as entity authentication, message integrity, 
non-repudiation, and privacy preservation. A well-
recognized solution to secure VANETs was Public 
Key Infrastructure (PKI), and to use Certificate 
Revocation Lists (CRLs) for managing the revoked 
certificates. In PKI, each entity in the network holds 
an authentic certificate, and every message should be 
digitally signed before its transmission. A CRL, 
usually issued by a Trusted Authority (TA), is a list 
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containing all the revoked certificates. In a PKI 
system, the authentication of any message is 
performed by first checking if the sender’s certificate 
is included in the current CRL, i.e., checking its 
revocation status, then, verifying the sender’s 
certificate, and finally verifying the sender’s 
signature on the received message. Since the CRL 
size is expected to be very large, the delay of 
checking the revocation status of a certificate 
included in a received message is expected to be long. 
 
A.VANET Architecture 
The main elements of VANETs are TA- Trusted 
Authority, RSUs-Road State Units and OBU-On 
Board Units. Fig 1: shows the architecture diagram of 
VANET and its various elements and their 
communications for both V2V – Vehicular to 
Vehicular Communication and V2I - Vehicular to 
Infrastructure Communication. 

 
Fig. 1 VANET Architecture 

 
TA is in the top most position of the architecture. All 
the RSUs come under TA. OBUs come under one or 
more RSUs based on the distance, range, movement 
of OBUs and also based on the distance and range of 
each RSU. V2V infrastructure consists of direct 
contact between OBUs. But in V2I, one OBU contact 
another OBU through RSU. OBU requests certificate 
to TA through RSU. TA in return updates the keys 
and certificate of OBU through RSU. When an OBU 
receives message from another OBU, it checks the 
authorization of the message by contacting TA 
through RSU. When one OBU leaves the coverage of 
current RSU and it enters the coverage of a new RSU 
it updates its location information. OBUs accepts 
message from authorized OBUs only.  
   
B. The Trusted Authority 
TA contains a public key, a private key, CRL List, 
RSU List and OBU list.  Public and Private keys of 
TA, RSUs and OBUs are calculated using key RSA 

algorithm.CRL List contains list of revoked 
OBUs(Fig. 3). When an OBU’s time validity 
becomes zero, TA will revoke it and its name will be 
entered into the CRL List. If revoked OBU is 
requesting for key renewal, that OBU will be taken 
away from CRL List. When any of one OBU 
becomes invalid, all other OBUs common key will be 
renewed (same common key for all valid OBUs) by 
the TA. RSU List contains names of all created RSUs. 
OBU List includes all OBUs names.  

 
Fig. 3 Elements of TA 

 
C. The Road State Units 
After TA is created RSUs has to be created one by 
one by entering the distance and range values for 
each RSU. If the distance value of one RSU is 50m 
and its range is 40m, its coverage will be between 
10m-90m  from the initial point for example from 
zero point(Fig. 4). Similarly like TA, RSUs also have 
public and private keys. Other RSU elements are 
distance value, range value and OBU List. Whenever 
an OBU is created under the range of this particular 
RSU, that OBU name will appear in the OBU list of 
the corresponding RSU. As the OBU is assumed to be 
moving continuously, based on its coverage variation, 
OBU name will be entered and taken away from the 
OBU list of that RSU. 

 
Fig. 4 RSU’s elements 

 
D. The On Board Units 
Like TA and RSU, OBU also have public and private 
keys. In addition to these values OBU have time 
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validity, one common key, supervising RSUs names, 
coverage value,  options to see file to send, options to 
see file received, neighbour OBUs List, file browse 
option, send button , save button, clear button, key 
renewal option, genuine or malicious options .  
To show that OBU is moving coverage will be 
increased by 2 and decreased by 2 from the minimum 
and maximum value of coverage. Minimum value of 
coverage is OBU’s (distance – range) and maximum 
value of coverage is OBU’s (distance + range). Till 
the value of coverage is equal to covmax (maximum 
value of coverage), the coverage value will be 
increased by 2 to show that OBU is a moving node. 
Similarly till the condition (coverage>covmin) 
become false, coverage value will be decreased by 2 
to show that OBU is moving in opposite direction. As 
the OBU move like this, it enters to and leaves from 
the range of different RSUs. Based on this, the names 
given under Supervising RSUs will vary. OBU, RSU, 
port, time validity and system names will be 
generated randomly with some calculations.  
After the creations of RSU the OBUs will be created 
by giving input values for distance and range for each 
OBU. OBUs will be under the range of one or more 
RSUs based on its coverage values. Time Validity 
will be generated randomly value using some 
calculations and it represents the validity duration of 
the OBU. Each second the time validity will be 
decreased by one and ultimately, it reaches to zero 
value and at that moment that OBU will be revoked 
and will be entered into the CRL List of TA. This 
time all other non revoked OBUs will be given one 
new same common key value to show that they all are 
valid OBUs and they can send message and the  
receivers verify the common key of the sender for 
accepting  the sender’s message)  
Common key (will be generated using key HMAC 
algorithm (SHA1)). Supervising RSUs include those 
RSUs under which this particular OBU is coming. 
Coverage value varies each second based on the 
previous discussed calculations. When key renewal 
option is activated, new time validity will be 
generated and this particular OBU will become valid 
(non-revoked) and it can send and receive message. 
At this time its name will be taken away from CRL 
list of TA. Common key of other non revoked OBUs 
will be given to this new valid OBU. Genuine OBU 
means that OBU does not hide its identity while 
sending message. 
Malicious OBU preserves identity. That means OBU 
wants to send message, but it do not wants to reveal 
its identity for safety matters. By using privacy 
preserving algorithm pseudo identity can be 
generated. 
 
E. Message sending 
Message will be encrypted using RSA encryption 
algorithm and decrypted using RSA decryption 
algorithm. 
 

 
Fig. 5 Structure of OBU 

 
Along with the encrypted message, HMAC value 
which is calculated from the message (using Hmac 
algorithm) also will be sent to the receiver. Receiver 
after decrypting the message will calculate the Hmac 
value from the decrypted message. If both the 
received and calculated hash values are equal, it 
means that the message is authenticated. 
 
F. Privacy preserving  
If OBU wants to preserve identity, it will select 
malicious option and correspondingly using privacy 
preserving algorithm, pseudo identity will be 
generated and message will be sent using the pseudo 
identity. RSU verify the validity by verifying pseudo 
identity using the values given by TA during the 
execution of privacy preserving algorithm. This 
perhaps helps in reducing the time delay. 
 
III. ALGORITHMS USED 
 
A.HMAC Algorithm: 
The purpose of a MAC (Message Authentication 
Code) is to authenticate both the source of a message 
and its integrity without the use of any additional 
mechanisms. An HMAC (Keyed-Hash Message 
Authentication Code) function is used by the message 
sender to produce a value (the MAC) that is formed 
by condensing the secret key and the message input. 
The receiver computes the MAC on the received 
message using the same key and HMAC function as 
was used by the sender, and compares the result 
computed with the received MAC.  If the two values 
match, the message has been correctly received, and 
assured that the sender is in the community of users 
that share the key. 
 
B.RSA Encryption Algorithm:  
During key generation, whoever wants to receive 
secret messages creates a public key (which is 
published) and a private key (kept secret). The keys 
are generated in a way that conceals their 
construction and makes it 'difficult' to find the private 
key by only knowing the public key.  While 
encrypting the secret message to any person can be 
encrypted by his/her public key (that could be 
officially listed like phone numbers). After receiving, 
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only the person being addressed can easily decrypt 
the secret message using the private key.  
 
C. Privacy Preserving Algorithm: 
We modify the message signing phase to remedy the 
weaknesses as described. In addition, to decrease the 
transmission overhead incurred by delivering the 
packet from TA to the requesting vehicle in the initial 
handshaking phase, we propose that OBU does not 
sign and encrypt the shared secret between itself and 
the requesting vehicle. Our scheme is presented in the 
following.  
 
1) Initial Handshaking Phase  
ENC PK TA – Encrypting random id, password and 
signature using the public key of TA. RID, random id. 
PWD, password.  SIG SK Vi , generating signature with 
random id and password using the secret key of OBU. 
Send the encrypted message X to TA through RSU. 
TA accepts block X and decrypts it to retrieve 
random id, password and OBU’s signature. It then 
verifies whether the signature and are all valid and is 
not in the revocation list. The TA then passes to RSU 
to enable it to verify signatures from even if uses 
pseudo identity to sign the message. In addition, the 
TA randomly selects a number to be the shared secret 
between TA, RSU and OBU.  TA chooses a shared 
secret ti, a random number mi and then stores RID, ti 
and mi. By performing XOR operation with RID and 
ti calculates VPKi. It then computes block Y by 
encrypting    s, VPKi, mi and signature (generated 
with s, VPKi and mi using secret key of TA.) using 
the public key of OBU. Similarly computes block Z 
by encrypting VPKi, mi and signature (generated with 
VPKi and mi using secret key of TA.) using the public 
key of RSU. Then it sends Y and Z to RSU. RSU 
accepts Y, Z from TA and decrypts Z using secret 
key of RSU. It will store VPKi and mi in its 
verification table, and forward Y to OBU. OBU 
accepts Y and then decrypts it using its secret key. 
Finally it stores the values s, VPKi, ti and mi in its 
repository. 
This basically completes the initial handshaking 
phase. The following shows the procedure when 
vehicle leaves the range of an RSU and enters the 
range of another. It includes a simpler authentication 
process with the TA so that the TA can pass the 
information to the new RSU for verifying the 
signature and the new shared secrets will be 
generated by the TA.  
OBU chooses a random nonce and transmits to TA 
via this new RSU. The random nonce avoids from 
being tracked even an attacker captures a number of 
these packets as is moving across RSUs. The TA 
obtains it by decrypting the block using its private 
key and then removing the concatenation. This time 
the TA does not need to verify anymore as it has 
already done that during the starts up. Instead it 
directly generates a new key for OBU and transmits it 
to the new RSU and to the OBU.  The TA then adds 

the new key into its repository. After storing into its 
verification table, RSU sends the key to OBU which 
then decrypts it using its conventional private key. 
From now on, it starts to use the new shared secret 
with the new RSU for message signing.  
Initial handshaking phase algorithm, 
OBU: 
Step1: X = ENC PK TA (RID, PWD, SIG SK Vi (RID, 
PWD)) 
Step 2: Send X to RSU. 
Step19: DEC SK Vi (Y). 
Step20: Calculate ti = VPKi (+) RID. 
Step21: Store (s,, VPKi, ti, mi ). 
RSU: 
Step3: Send X from OBU to TA 
Step 15: Accept Y, Z from TA 
Step 16: DEC SK R (Z) 
Step 17: Store (VPKi, mi). 
Step 18: Send Y to OBU 
TA: 
Step4: Accept X send from OBU through RSU 
Step5: Decrypt the block X. 
Step6: Retrieve RID and PWD. 
Step7: Verify Vi’s signature. 
Step8: Choose a shared secret ti. 
Step9: Compute VPKi =  ti (+) RID 
Step 10: Select a random number mi. 
Step 11: Store (RID, ti, mi ) 
Step12: Y = ENC PK Vi (s, VPKi, mi, SIG SK TA (s, 
VPKi, mi)). 
Step13: Z = ENC PK R (VPKi, mi, SIG SK TA (VPKi, 
mi)). 
Step 14: Send Y, Z to RSU 
 
 2) Message Signing Phase  
To sign a message, a vehicle generates a pseudo 
identity using Y and the corresponding signing key. 
A different pseudo identity can be used for a different 
message. 
Choose a random number ri. Calculate the pseudo 
identity IDi using IDi1 and IDi2.  H (mi IDi1) represents 
the hash function. Similarly compute secret key SKi 
using SKi1and SKi2. It then finds σi using the secret 
keys and Hmac value of the message and will send 
IDi, Mi and σi to RSU to communicate with the 
destination vehicle. 
Message Signing Phase Algorithm, 
OBU: 
Step1: Choose a random number ri. 
Step2: Compute IDi = (IDi1, IDi2). 
Step3: IDi1 = riPpub 
Step4: IDi2 = VPKi (+) H(mi IDi1) 
Step5: Compute SKi = (SKi1, SKi2 ) 
Step6: SKi1 =  mi IDi1  
Step7: SKi2 = H(mi IDi1 || IDi2 ) 
Step8: Calculate σi = s (SKi2 + h(Mi) SKi2) 
Step9: Send (IDi, Mi, σi) to others. 
 
3) Message Verification Phase: 
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RSU verify the pseudo identity using Z. σn is the 
shared secret between nth OBU and RSU. Vn is the nth 
OBU. Mn is the message of the nth OBU. This 
procedure allows an RSU to verify signatures using 
only two pairing operations based on the bilinear 
property of the bilinear map. After an RSU verifies 
signatures, it notifies the result to all vehicles within 
its RVC range. If a vehicle wants to verify a vehicle’s 
signature on the message, checks the notification 
message as included in the RSU broadcast. When 
related information does not appear in the notification 
message, it means that RSU still has not yet verified. 
So has to wait for the RSU’s next broadcasting 
message. We require an RSU to perform batch 
verification at a frequency higher than that a vehicle 
broadcasts safety messages so that a vehicle can 
verify the safety message of another before it 
broadcasts a more updated one. In the following, we 
only show the verification procedure. Notification 
message generation handle invalid signatures in the 
batch and extract valid ones from the batch instead of 
dropping the whole batch are the same in SPECS. 
Therefore, our scheme can also reduce the message 
overhead substantially and enhance the effectiveness 
of the message verification phase. 
Message Verification Algorithm, 
RSU: 
Step1: (σ1, σ2... σn) from (V1, V2…Vn) on (M1, 
M2….Mn) 
Step2: Find (VPKi (+) H (mi IDi1). 
  
IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM DESIGN 
 
In the proposed system HMAC code is used as OBUs 
can communicate with each without the intervention 
of the TA. In the EMAP when an OBU receives a 
message, it sends the senders id to RSU which in turn 
to TA. TA will check in the CRL for the revoked 
certificates to check whether the OBU is revoked or 
not and only after this long checking process the 
communication takes place. To reduce the time delay 
caused during this authentication process we use 
HMAC code. If an OBU wants to communicate with 
other OBU, it sends an encrypted message with a 
HMAC code generated using the HMAC algorithm 
which will be generated by using the sender id and 
common secret key which knows all the unrevoked 
OBUs. The receiver OBU also generates the HMAC 
code by using common secret key. If the HMAC code 
is same, it means that the receiver node understands 
that the sender OBU is an authenticated one. 
Otherwise it would not process the message. 
For preserving privacy, OBU does not sign and 
encrypt the shared secret between itself and the 
requesting vehicle. To sign a message, a vehicle 
generates a pseudo identity and the corresponding 
signing key.  
In the revocation process, each OBU have the 
common secret key which is shared between all the 
legitimate OBUs. Also, each OBU is pre-loaded with 

a set of asymmetric keys RS and RP .Those keys are 
necessary for generating and maintaining a common 
shared secret key   between unrevoked OBUs. The 
revocation is triggered by the TA when there is an 
OBU to be revoked. The certificates of OBU must be 
revoked. In addition, the secret key set of OBU and 
the current secret key Kg are considered revoked. 
Hence, a new secret key K˜g should be securely 
distributed to all the non-revoked OBUs. Also, each 
non-revoked OBU should securely update the 
compromised keys in its key sets RS and RP.  
Pseudo identity provides privacy. It can be traced by 
RSU using the Y value given by the TA while 
executing privacy preserving algorithm. Using the Z 
value of the OBU and using its signature and 
password etc each time it can create new pseudo 
identities. So with the previous pseudonym no one 
can trace it. When an OBU enters under the range of 
a new RSU, new shared secret key will be generated 
for Y and Z values, which prevent previous RSUs 
from revealing the OBUs privacy. 
 
V. PERFORMACE EVALUATION 

 
The performance is increased and the time delay 
during the traditional authentication is reduced. As 
the CRL checking is not needed at each step the work 
load of the TA is also reduced and becomes 
manageable although many number of OBU contact 
the TA at a particular time. Table 1 briefs the various 
measures and their performance with respect to linear 
searching, binary searching and Minimal Delay 
message Authentication framework. 
Communication overhead is the no of comparison 
operations required to check the revocation status of 
OBU. It is average with linear searching in CRL as (a 
signed message includes certificate of the sender, a 
time stamp, and the signature of the sender on the 
transmitted message. And average for binary 
searching and slight increase in case of Minimal 
Delay message Authentication framework because of 
revocation check information additionally attached 
here comparing to the previous two cases . 
End to end delay is the time to transmit a message 
from the sender to receiver. It is high in case of 
Linear searching in CRL as the number of OBUs 
increases, no: of applications waiting for OBUs 
processing will increase, which 

 
T able I: Performance Evaluation 
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in turn depends on the size of CRL and medium for 
binary search since range of comparison is small, 
delay is almost constant and minimum for Minimal 
Delay message Authentication framework because of 
only the processing delay and transmission delay . 
Message loss ratio is the average ratio between the 
number of messages dropped every 300 ms, due to 
the message authentication delay, and the total 
number of messages received every 300 ms by an 
OBU. This ration is high for linear search As the no: 
of OBUs increases communications increases (also 
CRL checking), as a result congestion increases and 
there is more chance of message loss and it is 
medium and low for binary and the Minimal Delay 
message Authentication framework respectively. 
Communication cost of updating the secret key is the 
average number of messages the OBU has to transmit 
and receive after triggering the revocation process to 
get the new secret key and distribute the new secret 
key to unrevoked neighbouring OBUs. If the time 
validity of an OBU is low to regain validity it have to 
go for key renewal, hence chance to update key is 
more and hence the communication cost. Also if the 
speed of vehicle is more and enters to next RSUs 
range, it has to get the new shared secret following 
update of common  key which leads to additional 
communication cost. 
Incurred delay to obtain the new secret key is the 
average delay for an OBU to get the new secret key. 
It also depends on the OBU density. For high density 
of OBUs, the delay will be more than that of low 
densities. 
Computation complexity of revocation status 
checking is high for linear searching as one to one 
comparison with the whole CRL and medium for 
binary as one to one comparison with upper or lower 
half of CRL and low for Minimal Delay message 
Authentication framework as there is no need to 
compare with CRL, just need to compare the own 
common key with received common key 
Authentication is the delay involved during the 
checking process for each OBU. This is high in case 
of linear search as the increases with the number of 
OBUs, number of revoked certificates i.e. with the 
size of CRL and medium for binary search since the 
range of comparison is small, delay will be almost 
constant and reduced and becomes low for Minimal 
Delay message Authentication Framework as it does 
not depend on the number of revoked certificates. 
Almost constant 
 
In case of linear searching TA has to check the full 
CRL to check revocation status. Searching the CRL 
using binary searching algorithm (split CRL into two 
and will search either in the upper half or lower half 
based on the request value). Time taken for searching 
CRL in binary can be reduced to half amount 
comparing to Linear. In the above two cases, if 
multiple OBUs contact TA for revocation checking 

process, it form a queue which will cause message 
authentication delay.  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
A time saving message authentication framework for 
VANET. This framework reduces the workload of 
TA as there is no need to contact TA at all, just 
compare the common key of sender and receiver. So 
sender has to send his common key along with the 
message. No queue formation of OBUs requesting for 
the revocation status checks and so the message 
sending delay can be reduced. Using the privacy 
preserving algorithm introduced for V2I, the privacy 
of OBUs can be preserved with the help of pseudo 
identities. For further extensions in V2V also some 
privacy scheme can be introduced. Some other 
applications like multimedia, email, web access etc 
can be introduced. Some methods to reduce user’s 
payment can be introduced. 
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